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Portable-Tank Advice -DF
Most of the time, a portable tank
works just fine left in the cockpit
and exposed to the elements. But
you can do a little better.
Keep it out of the sun. E10
has considerably higher vapor
pressure than conventional gasoline, resulting in tanks that bulge
alarmingly in the sun. Sometimes
fittings leak. Sometimes gas is
forced past the needle valve into
the engine (consider installing
an in-line cutoff valve). The UV is
not good for the tank and it isn't
good for the gasoline inside the
tank.
Close the vent when the tank
is not actively in use. I've had
both integral tanks and portable
tanks phase separate as a result
of water that splashed in during
heavy downpours in a matter of
an hour. They also draw water
vapor from the air and evaporate
valuable volatiles into the air.
Use caution when venting. A
significant puff of vapor can be
released when a bloated tank is
vented. Make sure to open the
vent only when in a safe area
away from ignition sources and
located such that the fumes
cannot get belowdecks.
If filling a portable tank at a
fuel dock, remove it from the
boat and fill it on the dock. Static
and fumes are your concerns.
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As the US fuel pool moves slowly,
inexorably, to all ethanol-blended fuels,
newer engines h�ve been rejetted to
compensate. But expect older motors
to run a little lean on E15. Because
small engines are not subject to quite
the same emission standards as their
computerized counterparts in cars, they
are designed to run the mixture a little
richer than strictly required, and so far,
this has been enough. Let's hope that
another 5 percent won't be fatal.
I can proudly say I've learned to
live in harmony with ElO. I check my
filler 0 rin
- gs. Where I have a fixed tank,
I use a silica-gel vent dryer to keep the
fuel bone-dry. If the tank is portable or
integral to the motor, I close it faithfully
after use. I add Biobor EB as directed
to prevent carburetor corrosion and
gum formation. I add supplemental
filters to catch anything the engine
filter missed and to deal with the few
drops of water that might fight their
way through on occasion. The result
is super-clean fuel, and the motors
like that. Years ago, I learned to clean
a carb under way with one eye closed
and the boat bouncing enthusiastically,
knowing I needed to get this sorted out
before I reached the marina. Now the
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* Stainless stem plates/anchor rollers to replace
worn out aluminum castings
* Stainless chainplates to prevent rig failure from
fatigued aluminum castings
* Stainless platforms to
upgrade your sailboat
* Custom fabrications using
our new waterjet capabilities
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engines start on the first or second pull,
every time, for many years at a time.
That's nice. &

XXXXX draws on his training as a
chemical engineer and pastimes
of climbing and sailing when
._ ,
solving boating problems. He cruises
Chesapeake Bay and the mid-Atlantic
coast in his Corsair F 24 trimaran,
XXXXXXXXXXX, taking advantage of
its shoal draft to venture into shallow
and less-explored waters. His book,
XXXXXXXXXXX, was recently
published by XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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Service P{us (}reat Pricing
Shipping Worldwide Daily:
Core Materials- Divinycell & Balsa Core
System Three Epoxies
WEST System Epoxy
Fiberglass, Carbon, and Kevlar Fabrics
Premium Vinyl Ester and Polyester Resins
3M Boat Care Products and Abrasives
Surf and Sailboard Materials & Components
Tools and Supplies
Boat Building Supplies

No Minimum Order
Cfieck,out our catafog at:
www..fi6ergfasssupp[y. com
Or ca{[: 509-493-3464
Locatecf in <Bingen, WJI
goodoldboat.com

